BUILDING PERMIT INSPECTION CHECKLIST

☐ Footing – *prior to placement of any concrete*

☐ Plumbing/Electrical slab work

☐ Slab – including attached & detached garages and porches *prior to placement of concrete*. Porches greater than 24” of unbalanced fill also require a compaction report.

☐ Foundation – *prior to installing subfloor*

☐ Strapping and nailing of exterior walls

☐ Obtain any and all electrical, plumbing and/or mechanical permits

☐ Electrical, plumbing and/or mechanical rough-in inspections *approved*

☐ Framing – *prior to installing insulation or sheetrock*

☐ Above ceiling *(for commercial projects only)*

☐ Insulation – *prior to installing sheetrock*

☐ Electrical, plumbing and/or mechanical final inspections *approved*

☐ Final building inspection – *After all work and all other inspections have been completed and approved*

*For specific questions, contact Hampton’s 311 and ask to speak with the Building Inspector for your area*